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EXPERIENCE
Snapchat, Software Engineer
Fullstack work on geofilters.snapchat.com

Nest, Software Engineer (contract)
Frontend work on Nest Store

Square, Software Engineer (contract)
Frontend work on Square Cash

Coinbase, Software Engineer (contract)
Fullstack work on coinbase.com

Square, Software Engineer (intern)
Frontend work on Square Cash

Inkling, Software Engineer (intern)
Frontend work on Inkling for Web (eBook platform, Backbone.js)

Sep 2016 – present
JavaScript, React, Redux, Java, App Engine
Feb 2016 – Jun 2016
JavaScript, Ember.js
Feb 2015 – Jul 2015
JavaScript, Ember.js
Oct 2014 – Jan 2015
JavaScript, Ruby on Rails
Jan 2014 – Aug 2014
JavaScript, Ember.js
Jan 2013 – Apr 2013
JavaScript, Backbone.js

For an exhaustive list see https://www.linkedin.com/in/mhluska

EDUCATION
BMath, Mathematics, University of Waterloo

Sep 2009 – May 2016

PROJECTS
Bitcoin trading bot: Market making and arbitrage bot
CreditBitcoins: App for buying bitcoins using a credit card
Snake: WebGL, voxelbased selfplaying snake game
Reddpipe: Image browsing app for Reddit

Ruby
JavaScript, Ruby on Rails
JavaScript, WebGL
JavaScript

For an exhaustive list see https://github.com/mhluska

" Maros has a fantastic attention to detail and great organizational skills, is a very passionate and hard working individual;
always willing to help with a project—even if it was outside of his project scope. He's also very actionoriented and
solutionbased. He consistently delivered high quality, testdriven code for us and I recommend him without hesitation
and hope to work with him again. " ― Shawn Dumas (Staff Frontend Engineer, Manager at Nest)
" Maros is an incredibly diligent, detailoriented and capable engineer. Most of all, he's a pleasure to work with. In his
time working with us on Square Cash, we were always confident in his ability to take relatively big projects and run with
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them. Even
when inResume
unfamiliar
territory, he's able to quickly grasp new concepts and passonBuilt
newfound
knowledge
to
coworkers, which makes him a valuable member of any team. " ― Sean Slinsky (Software Engineer at Square)

